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BrainBoosters turned 5 on the 1st November this year. The dream 5 years ago was to impact parents and
children under 6 with ground-breaking early brain development programs. We started out with our parenting
story boxes in 2011, launched Play & Learn in 2012 and Catch-Up in 2014. Each year we have grown, learnt
valuable lessons and impacted thousands of parents, teachers and children across South Africa.
In May this year we received an invitation to become a service provider for Kagiso Shanduka Trust. Their
aim is to collaborate with public and private institutions to make education an empowering experience that
equips learners with the skills and knowledge to thrive and contribute to the development of our society.
They are currently working in partnership with Free State Education.
This project involved BrainBoosters working in 27 primary schools in the Motheo district in Botshabelo and
Thaba Nchu. We have now finished our work in the schools for this year with the completion of the post
assessment in October. We impacted more than 12 000 children and 200 educators. It has been a real joy
to watch an entire community come alive learning colours, shapes and numbers. A number of my team
members share their thoughts in this newsletter.
I would like to thank my staff, BrainBoosters entrepreneurs and parents for your constant enthusiasm and
impact on our children. They are our future and each day collectively we are making a difference.
On behalf of Hendrik, Karina, Ewald and myself, I thank you for helping us to make a difference in 2015.
LYNDA SMITH
CEO BrainBoosters
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KST and BrainBoosters

KST and BrainBoosters in the Free State – 6 months: May
– October. Many lives were touched, many changed –
our own lives as well. And it was good. We took hands.
KST officials. BrainBoosters – everyone. Class assistants.
Principals. Teachers. Children. And we ran the race
together to reach a shared goal: a better future for our
children. Indeed an Amazing Race.
We have spoken about the dedication and commitment
of every team player; we have spoken about the
enormous role the support staff played; we have
spoken about the impact of the programmes
in the classes where committed teachers
gave it their all. There are so many
valuable lessons that we have
learned and so many beautiful
times that we have experienced
that the challenges and lesser
moments seem to fade into
the background.

What was/is my personal highlight? The human
connections that gave all involved an opportunity
to grow. So many amazing new relationships:
within the team, between the team and the staff at
the schools, between the team and the children,
between the children and their teachers, team
to team with the KST managers, with the class
assistants, with the amazing staff at the hotel…it
seems that the list has no end. Everywhere people
took hands and walked together, adding value
to the lives of others. Where someone needed,
another supported. So many extra miles walked.
We might not see the full harvest now, but it will
come. We were all part of sowing the seeds of
hope. Our children will stand up and walk into the
future – better prepared and stronger. When I close
my eyes I see the smiling faces of many children
and the light in their eyes; I see the expectation in
the eyes of the teachers and I feel their hugs and
see the efforts they put into teaching and playing.
And I am glad I was there to see it and to feel it
and to walk this journey with them. I have
learned so much.

Written by Melodie Lochner
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It took me a long time to figure out the direction in
which I wanted to take my career. I had by accident
found myself in the Educational Sector doing Projects
which ultimately became my passion. Many people
are not fortunate enough to do what they love and
make their passion a career, in this regard I am beyond
grateful that I am one of the few who are able to do so –
especially with BrainBoosters.
When doing Project Management most of your time
is spent behind a desk – pushing paper – Organising,
Scheduling, Planning, etc. You don’t always get to
witness first-hand the magnitude of work that is being
done on the front lines.
The KST Project was my
first major project with the company. I was beyond
ecstatic and I couldn’t wait to launch this project. It
had come with several challenges, some old, some new
but what I never expected was the
learning that would come out
of it, not only for thousands
of tiny-humans but for me,
and the realisation of
what impact is truly made
beyond the views of a
desk and laptop.
A project is comprised
of many different facets
but will never be successful
without the bonding of a
team, the resilience of oneself
and the united vision to impact the
lives of the children who are ultimately our future.
The KST Project was an incredible stepping stone for us
to branch out and reach our goal of impacting Africa.
It’s sad that it has ended, but I truly believe that it is just
the beginning of something great! I hope to see many
more individuals, corporates, schools and communities
become involved for something as incredible as that of a
child’s mind through Play.

Written by Sancha Hein
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The KST project brought, hope, light and learning
through play in the Free State. It created a vision
beyond the mountains which surrounded the
area.
An explosion of energy created a way in, for all
those who were involved in the project. We went
through challenges, but that didn’t make us lose
hope. The pathway led the team to connect with
the hearts of teachers, children, parents and
villages. BrainBoosters became the talk of the
town.
This project brought an opportunity for 19
of the youth, from Botshabelo and Thaba
Nchu. The project created jobs and skills like
communication, technical video reporting and
report writing. Characters and personalities
were moulded and most of all we gave them a
purpose in life.
BrainBoosters has left footprints and we hope
these will lead to greater growth in the area. We
left smiles and the gift of education in the Free
State. Our fun way of learning was imprinted on
the hearts of thousands we touched.

“Children are our
greatest treasure.
They are our future.”
- Nelson Mandela

Written by Banyana Maluleke
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SO GRATEFUL FOR
BRAINBOOSTERS

I have 2 little girls, Haylee aged 7 and Amy-Lee aged 2
Haylee started with BrainBoosters at the age of
3 going onto 4, she is now in Grade one and was
marked as an advanced reader by her teacher in
the 1st term of school. She was presented with
the opportunity to read to the principal of the
school and then received a medal for her good
reading. I am extremely proud and I want to
say Thank you to BrainBoosters as I firmly
believe that it was your products that
sparked the interest in Haylee. She
always looked forward to receiving
the products and she loved the
stories and having to trace the
words and all the bright colours.
Not only has it been beneficial for
Haylee but it has taught myself and
my husband how to sit with our kids,
have family time and we developed so
much interest in wanting to teach and sit
with our kiddies. The kids get taught to SAVE
and that is going so well for Haylee right now, she
is saving her loose change and has a dream of opening a little tuck
shop for her friends of the complex with the money that she is saving.
And then we have the busy and talkative Amy-Lee, who gets extremely
excited when I walk through the door with BrainBoosters products in my hand. She too is picking up the
habit of reading by memory (looking at the picture and telling us what happens in it), and it also makes the
bond between her and her sister stronger as Haylee loves teaching Amy-Lee with goodies in the box we get
to take home.
I can truly say that myself and my husband are PROUD BRAINBOOSTER PARENTS I can say in confidence
that it has been the best thing that has happened to us.
Please don’t ever stop!

- Lee-Anne Brink
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PLAY & LEARN FOR
COMMUNITY USE IN
KHAYELITSHA – CAPE TOWN

TOY LIBRARY

OPEN PLAY AREA

HOME VISITS
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Reading Booster for vernacular learners
in the Free State
As apparently prescribed, Learners are taught in
vernacular languages – Sesotho and/or Setswana as a
medium of instruction and only start using English as a
medium of instruction in grade 4.
Yet even in classes where English should be in use,
learners are communicated with in their vernacular
language and only express specific concepts in English.
This stifles their development of a usable English
vocabulary and their overall communication and selfexpression.
With the introduction of the Reading Booster, learners
moved from recognizing English words individually,
to sentence construction and to
creative thinking. In time they
learnt to formulate brand
new sentences, first using
the words provided by
the Reading Booster
sentences and later
introducing more words
to form longer sentences,
paragraphs and short
stories.

Written by Grace Mwase
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SPREADING PARENTAL
INVOLVEMENT IN
CHILDREN’S EDUCATION

INCREASED ATTENDANCE AT
PARENTS’ MEETINGS

SPONTANEOUS PLAY
BY PARENTS

SAMPLING THE PRODUCTS
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